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This study investigates the relationship between changing gasoline prices and drunk-driving crashes.
Speciﬁcally, we examine the effects of gasoline prices on drunk-driving crashes in Mississippi by several
crash types and demographic groups at the monthly level from 2004 to 2008, a period experiencing
great ﬂuctuation in gasoline prices. An exploratory visualization by graphs shows that higher gasoline
prices are generally associated with fewer drunk-driving crashes. Higher gasoline prices depress drunk-
driving crashes among young and adult drivers, among male and female drivers, and among white and
black drivers. Results from negative binomial regression models show that when gas prices are higher,
there are fewer drunk-driving crashes, particularly among property-damage-only crashes. When alcohol
consumptionlevelsarehigher,therearemoredrunk-drivingcrashes,particularlyfatalandinjurycrashes.
The effects of gasoline prices and alcohol consumption are stronger on drunk-driving crashes than on
all crashes. The ﬁndings do not vary much across different demographic groups. Overall, gasoline prices
have greater effects on less severe crashes and alcohol consumption has greater effects on more severe
crashes.
© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In 2008, there were more than 300,000 alcohol-related auto-
mobile crashes in the United States (NHTSA, 2009). While
drunk-driving crashes have declined substantially over the past
three decades, drunk driving is still a serious problem and the
leading cause of deaths on highways (Dang, 2008; NHTSA, 2009).
Alcohol consumption has been found to explain much of the vari-
ation in drunk-driving crashes (Berger and Snortum, 1986; Young
and Bielinska-Kwapisz, 2006), but drunk-driving crashes may also
be affected by gasoline price changes. Gasoline prices are found
to affect automobile crashes negatively in general—higher gasoline
prices lead to fewer trafﬁc crashes (e.g., Grabowski and Morrisey,
2004, 2006; Leigh and Geraghty, 2008; Leigh et al., 1991; Wilson et
al., 2009). However, to our best knowledge, no studies have inves-
tigated gasoline price effects on drunk-driving crashes. This study
attempts to ﬁll the gap in the literature by examining the effects of
gasoline prices on drunk-driving crashes.
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Gasoline price changes may affect drunk-driving crashes in two
possible directions—positive and negative. On one hand, higher
gasoline prices may lead to fewer drunk-driving crashes. Such a
relationshipcancomeaboutthroughfourpossiblepaths.First,from
the economic perspective, higher gasoline prices reduce purchases
of alcohol for consumption, which in turn may reduce drunk-
driving frequency and crash likelihood. The relationship between
economic conditions (e.g., per capita income and employment
rate) and drunk-driving crashes is found to be positive (Ruhm,
1996). When gasoline prices increase, discretionary expenditures
for alcohol consumption may decrease. Consequently, people may
consume less alcohol or drink at bars less often. People may also
drink at bars or restaurants closer to their homes in order to reduce
gasoline usage. Most empirical evidence suggests that alcohol con-
sumption levels tend to be lower during poor economic conditions
(e.g., Nelson, 1997; Ruhm, 1995; Ruhm and Black, 2002; Sloan et
al., 1995). Lower alcohol consumption levels, in turn, are linked to
fewer drunk-driving crashes (Berger and Snortum, 1986) and fatal-
ities (Benson et al., 1999; Dang, 2008; Wilkinson, 1987; Young and
Bielinska-Kwapisz, 2006).
Second,risinggasolinepricescouldcausesomedriverstoswitch
from personal vehicle usage to other transportation modes, such as
public transportation, carpooling, biking, or walking (Currie and
Phung, 2007, 2008; Haire and Machemehl, 2007). Third, a large
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body of literature suggests that higher gasoline prices reduce gaso-
line consumption and travel demand (see Goodwin et al., 2004
for a summary of the literature), which in turn reduces people’s
exposure to all types of crashes, including drunk-driving crashes.
Fourth, there is some evidence that surging gasoline prices could
cause drivers to drive more cautiously, such as driving more slowly
and reducing sudden speeding and braking in order to increase
fuel economy (Dahl, 1979; U.S. Congressional Budget Ofﬁce, 2008).
These behaviors then lower drivers’ overall crash risk. This causal
relationship may also apply to drunk drivers, especially those who
are lightly intoxicated.
On the other hand, it is possible that higher gasoline prices will
lead to more drunk-driving crashes. Some individual-level stud-
ies suggest that individuals consume more alcohol in response
to the stress they face during economic hardship. For example,
Dee (2001) found elevated rates of binge drinking during periods
of high unemployment rates. Others have also found a connec-
tion between alcohol consumption and job loss (Catalano et al.,
1993; Ettner, 1997) and personal economic strain (Pearlin and
Radabaugh, 1976; Peirce et al., 1994). Higher gasoline prices could
contribute to the economic stress of individuals, which in turn
leads to an increase in alcohol consumption and alcohol-related
crashes.
While both hypotheses about the relationship between chang-
ing gasoline prices and drunk-driving crashes seem reasonable,
they are also contradictory. Our goal in this research is to test the
two alternative hypotheses empirically. Speciﬁcally, we examine
the effects of gasoline prices on drunk-driving crashes in Missis-
sippi by age, gender, and race from 2004 to 2008. Drunk-driving
crashes are partitioned into three types: fatal, injury, and prop-
erty damage only (PDO). We also analyze gasoline price effects
on all crashes in the same manner for comparison purposes. Most
existing alcohol-related studies examine only fatal drunk-driving
crashes (Kenkel, 1993). While fatal drunk-driving crashes evoke a
more emotional response, they comprise only a small percentage
of drunk-driving crashes. In fact, only 12.6% of all alcohol-related
crashes in 2008 in the U.S. were fatal (NHTSA, 2009). By analyzing
fatal,injury,andPDOdrunk-drivingcrashesseparately,weareable
to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the relationship
between gasoline prices and alcohol-related crashes. In the follow-
ingsections,weﬁrstintroduceourdataandmethodology,andthen
we report our ﬁndings on the relationship between gasoline prices
and the three types of drunk-driving crashes by age, gender, and
race.
2. Data and methods
2.1. Data
The data used for this study include information on drunk-
driving crashes and all crashes (both by fatal, injury, and PDO
categories) as well as monthly per-gallon gasoline prices. We also
obtained data on the crashes that allowed for analysis of crashes
per vehicle miles traveled, crashes per capita, and the age, gen-
der, and race of each driver involved. Drunk-driving crashes could
also be affected by several other factors. As such, we included sev-
eral such variables as controls in our analysis of the relationship
between gasoline prices and drunk-driving crashes. These con-
trol variables are alcohol consumption, unemployment rate, and
seat belt usage. Drunk-driving crashes could also be affected by
other variables, including driving behaviors, vehicle characteris-
tics, road conditions, and weather (Fu, 2008). However, our data
reﬂect drunk-driving crashes in Mississippi at the monthly level,
and these other factors cannot be easily aggregated to the state
level and presumably have much less explanatory effect on trafﬁc
safety than at the individual level. Therefore, these factors are not
used in this study.
2.1.1. Drunk-driving crashes
Researchers examining factors that inﬂuence vehicle crashes
generally use crash rates generated from data provided by the
Fatal Accident Reporting System of the National Highway Trafﬁc
Safety Administration (e.g., Grabowski and Morrisey, 2004; Leigh
et al., 1991; Wilson et al., 2009). These data enumerate all of the
fatal crashes in the U.S. but do not contain information on injury
and PDO crashes. As described previously, the majority of drunk-
driving crashes are nonfatal, so using data for only fatal crashes
cannot provide adequate analysis of the effects of gasoline prices
on drunk-driving crashes of all types.
This study uses data enumerating fatal, injury, and PDO drunk-
driving crashes to analyze the effects of gasoline prices. The
MississippiHighwayPatrol(MHP)provideddataonthethreetypes
of drunk-driving crashes in Mississippi at the monthly level from
April 2004 to December 2008, which was a period of great ﬂuctu-
ation in gasoline prices. However, the data were only available for
57 months; this small number of observations could substantially
limit the statistical results. A crash was considered a drunk-driving
crash if at least one of the drivers was determined to have a blood
alcohol content (BAC) of 0.08g/dl or higher (Robertson et al., 2009).
Foreachdrunk-drivingcrash,theMHPdataincludedthecrashtype
as well as the age, gender, and race of each driver, which allowed
us to examine gasoline price effects on drunk-driving crashes by




the U.S. Bureau of the Census to calculate crashes per capita.
In Mississippi, the only crashes that are not mandated to be
reported are PDO crashes with property losses less than $500. All
fatal,injury,andalcohol-relatedcrashesarerequiredtobereported
regardless of the property loss involved. However, it is known that
police reports of drunk-driving conditions are not always accurate,
andminorcrashesareoftennotreportedtopolice(Kimetal.,1995).
In addition, about 2% of law enforcement agencies in Mississippi
did not report crashes electronically in the studied period and thus
their crashes are not included in the data analysis (personal com-
munication with Captain Randy Ginn, Mississippi Highway Patrol,
June 21, 2010). As we focused on crash counts rather than crash
rates in this study, the impacts of under-reporting should not be
serious (Kim et al., 1995).
2.1.2. Gasoline prices
We obtained monthly per-gallon prices for regular-grade
unleaded gasoline from the U.S. Department of Energy’s Energy
Information Administration (EIA) for the period 2004–2008.
Because the EIA does not provide gasoline prices at the state level,
we approximated Mississippi prices using average prices from
states in the Gulf Coast region. Gasoline prices are adjusted for




(Benson et al., 1999; Berger and Snortum, 1986; Dang, 2008;
Wilkinson, 1987; Young and Bielinska-Kwapisz, 2006). Because
safe-driving capabilities are impaired by alcohol consumption,
drunk-driving crashes generally rise with per capita alcohol con-
sumption. Alcohol consumption is often measured using the
driver’s BAC level in existing drunk-driving studies (Mayhew et al.,
2003; Roudsari et al., 2009; Schwilke et al., 2006). Alcohol con-
sumption is also measured using alcohol consumption (in gallons)196 G. Chi et al. / Accident Analysis and Prevention 43 (2011) 194–203
percapitainstudiesofgasolinepricesandtrafﬁcsafety(Leighetal.,
1991; Noland, 2005). As this study is conducted at the aggregated
level, we could not use each individual driver’s BAC level. Thus, we
used annual alcohol consumption per capita measure provided by
the Beer Institute (2009). This measure reﬂects the amount (in gal-
lons) of alcohol per capita shipped to wholesalers in Mississippi
each year. This annual measure does not provide an accurate esti-
mate of alcohol consumption at the monthly level, however, which
is a weakness of this study.
2.1.4. Unemployment rate
Economic conditions have also been found to affect individu-
als’ consumption of both gasoline and alcohol which, in turn, may
affect drunk-driving crashes. To control for the effect of economic
conditions on drunk-driving crashes, we included monthly unem-
ployment rates obtained from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
(2009).
2.1.5. Seat belt usage
Seatbeltusagehasbeenshowntoinﬂuencetrafﬁccrashes.Most
studies support the hypothesis that seat belt usage lowers trafﬁc
fatalityrates,butsomeresearchshowsthatdriversreacttowearing
a seat belt by increasing risky driving behaviors (Evan and Graham,
1991). In most studies, seat belt usage is usually represented as a
simple dummy variable indicating whether or not a seat belt law is
in effect in a particular area or time (e.g., Grabowski and Morrisey,
2004). This type of measure may not truly reﬂect seat belt usage, as
compliance with the law may still vary even when a seat belt law
is in effect. Therefore, to better measure actual seat belt usage, we
use data from an annual roadside survey of Mississippi drivers con-
ducted by the Social Science Research Center of Mississippi State
University, who had prepared it for the Mississippi Department of
Public Safety. The values in this measure reﬂect the percentage of
drivers who were wearing their seat belts at the time of the survey.
2.2. Methods
In this study, we ﬁrst visualize the relationships between gaso-
linepricechangesandtotaldrunk-drivingcrashesaswellascrashes
by age (15–23 and 24+ years old), gender (male and female), and
race (white and black).1 We then investigate gasoline price effects
on drunk-driving crashes in regression analyses. We also examine
the effects on all crashes for comparison purposes. In total, there
are 56 crash measures: 28 for drunk-driving crashes and 28 for all
crashes. Each set is composed of all crash types (fatal, injury, PDO,
and total) by all demographic groups (young, adult, male, female,
white, black, and total). The exhaustive list of crash measures is
meant to help provide a comprehensive understanding of gaso-
line price effects on drunk-driving crashes. Each crash measure
is modeled as a function of gasoline prices, alcohol consumption,
unemployment rate, and seat belt usage.




dispersion. Thus, negative binomial regression models are used for
all crash measures, which makes the comparison of model results
easier.Inaddition,populationsofyoung,adult,male,female,white,
1 Crashes of Hispanic drivers are not examined in this study. Hispanics make up a
very small proportion of the population in Mississippi—only 2.2% of the population
was of Hispanic origin in 2008 (U.S. Bureau of Census, 2010). This makes the drunk-
driving crash counts for Hispanics low (ranging from 2 to 23 per month), which
weakens the robustness of the results.
Fig. 1. Gasoline prices and drunk-driving crashes, April 2004–December 2008, Mis-
sissippi. Note: Both gasoline prices and drunk-driving crashes are standardized
by indices (the ﬁrst week of April 2004=100) to better visualize the association
between their corresponding lines.
black, and total residents are used as exposure variables in corre-
sponding regression models.
3. Results
3.1. Gasoline prices and total drunk-driving crashes
In Fig. 1, we illustrate the relationship between gasoline
prices and total drunk-driving crash counts, total drunk-driving
crashes per million VMT, and total drunk-driving crashes per
capita. It appears that there is a negative relationship between
gasoline prices and total drunk-driving crash counts as well as
crashes per VMT and per capita throughout the 57 months of
this study. For each spike in gasoline prices, there is a con-
current (or nearly concurrent) dip in drunk-driving crashes. For
each dip in gasoline prices, there is a concurrent rise in drunk-
drivingcrashes.ThispatternismostpronouncedinMay–November
2005, February–October 2006, January–September 2007, and
January–November 2008. For example, in February–October 2006,
the ﬂuctuation in drunk-driving crashes is almost a mirror image
of the ﬂuctuation in gasoline prices. Notice that the three measures
of crashes follow very similar patterns and that there is a large
amount of overlay between them. Note that because the VMT esti-
mates do not include variations by age, gender, and race, we focus
oncrashcountsasdependentvariablesandpopulationasexposure
variables for the rest of the analysis.
After visualizing the relationships between gasoline prices and
drunk-driving crashes, we examine the effects of gasoline prices
on total drunk-driving crashes at the monthly level using the neg-
ative binomial regression model (see Appendix A for the results
of the analysis). Table 1 presents the elasticities of crashes per
capita with respect to gasoline prices and alcohol consumption.
The elasticities are calculated using the studied period’s averages
of $2.60 for gasoline prices and 27.18gal for alcohol consumption.
Intotal,weﬁndthatgasolinepriceshavenegativeeffectsondrunk-
drivingcrashes—highergasolinepricesleadtofewerdrunk-driving
crashes. In contrast, alcohol consumption has positive effects on
drunk-driving crashes—higher alcohol consumption leads to more
drunk-driving crashes. The total drunk-driving crashes are then
partitionedintofatal,injury,andPDOcrashes.Theresultsshowthat
gasoline prices have effects on reducing only PDO drunk-driving
crashes. Alcohol consumption has effects on increasing only fatal
and injury drunk-driving crashes; the effects are stronger on fatal
crashes than on injury crashes.G. Chi et al. / Accident Analysis and Prevention 43 (2011) 194–203 197
Table 1
Elasticities of crashes per capita with respect to gasoline prices and alcohol consumption, April 2004–December 2008, Mississippi.
Drunk–driving crashes All crashes
Fatal Injury PDO Total Fatal Injury PDO Total
Total
Gasoline prices −0.309 −0.205 −0.211
Alcohol consumption 24.112 12.637 7.545 13.204 9.282 2.015 13.205
Young (ages 15–23)
Gasoline prices −0.325 −0.190 −0.148
Alcohol consumption 6.732 9.115 7.896 1.396 3.173
Adult (age 24+)
Gasoline prices −0.291 −0.182 −0.216 −0.156
Alcohol consumption 28.416 13.495 7.117 14.553 9.805 2.198 4.241
Male
Gasoline prices −0.270 −0.187 −0.120
Alcohol consumption 21.364 10.228 5.920 14.207 9.296 2.005 3.989
Female
Gasoline prices −0.393 −0.234 −0.192
Alcohol consumption 50.684 24.068 11.957 10.272 9.258 1.988 3.925
White
Gasoline prices −0.348 −0.231 −0.226 −0.164
Alcohol consumption 27.074 16.580 9.128 13.499 10.169 2.799 4.724
Black
Gasoline prices −0.569 −0.463 −0.476 −0.224 −0.169
Alcohol consumption 29.650 13.252 8.725 14.114 8.158 1.898
Notes: Only statistically signiﬁcant (p≤0.10) elasticities are presented. The elasticities are calculated using the studied period’s averages of $2.60 for gasoline prices and
27.18gal for alcohol consumption.
We also examine the effects of gasoline prices on all crashes
using the same three crash types for comparison purposes. Gaso-
line prices have no effects on reducing total crashes but negative
effectsonPDOcrashes.Incontrast,alcoholconsumptionhaseffects
on all crash types: fatal crashes, injury crashes, PDO crashes, and
total crashes. The effects decrease as the crash severity decreases:
the effects are stronger on fatal crashes than on injury crashes and
stronger on injury crashes than on PDO crashes.
Comparison of the corresponding elasticities between drunk-
driving crashes and all crashes indicates that the effects of gasoline
prices and alcohol consumption on the former are generally
stronger than on the latter. Gasoline prices have stronger effects
on drunk-driving PDO crashes than on all PDO crashes. Alcohol
consumption has stronger effects on fatal drunk-driving crashes
than on all fatal crashes and stronger effects on injury drunk-
driving crashes than on all injury crashes. The only exception
is alcohol consumption’s effects on total drunk-driving crashes
and all crashes, in which the former is less; this is possibly due
to the fact that alcohol consumption has no signiﬁcant effects
on drunk-driving PDO crashes but does for all PDO crashes.
These results are based on totals for drunk-driving crashes and
all crashes. There may exist variations by age, gender, and
race. Therefore, in the following subsections we further exam-
ine the effects of gasoline prices and alcohol consumption on
drunk-driving crashes and all crashes by these demographic
groups.
3.2. Variations by age
The relationship between gasoline prices and drunk-driving
crashes by age is illustrated in Fig. 2. Drunk-driving crashes
are separated into two groups: crashes involving young drivers
(ages 15–23) and crashes involving adult drivers (age 24 and
over). For each spike in gasoline prices, there is generally a
concurrent (or nearly concurrent) dip in drunk-driving crashes
of young and adult drivers. For each dip in gasoline prices,
there is generally a concurrent rise in drunk-driving crashes
of young and adult drivers. This pattern is more apparent in
July–December 2005, March–November 2006, March–October
2007, and February–November 2008.
Next we examine the effects of gasoline prices on drunk-driving
crashes and all crashes of young and adult drivers separately (see
AppendixB).Foryoungdrivers,highergasolinepricesleadtofewer
total drunk-driving crashes, and higher alcohol consumption leads
to higher total drunk-driving crashes. However, neither gasoline
prices nor alcohol consumption have signiﬁcant effects by crash
type: fatal, injury, and PDO drunk-driving crashes. Gasoline prices
have effects on reducing all crashes for young drivers and alcohol
consumptionhaseffectsonincreasingallcrashesforyoungdrivers.
Although the pattern is similar to that of the effects on total drunk-
driving crashes, the effects on all crashes are weaker than those
on drunk-driving crashes. In addition, gasoline prices have effects
on reducing all PDO crashes. Alcohol consumption has effects on
increasing fatal crashes, injury crashes, and PDO crashes, and the
effects decrease as the crash severity decreases.
For adult drivers, the ﬁndings are similar to those for total
drivers.First,gasolinepriceshavenegativeeffectsondrunk-driving
crashesandallcrashes;alcoholconsumptionhaspositiveeffectson
Fig. 2. Gasoline prices and drunk-driving crashes by age, April 2004–December
2008, Mississippi. Note: Both gasoline prices and drunk-driving crash counts are
standardized by indices (the ﬁrst week of April 2004=100) to better visualize the
association between their corresponding lines.198 G. Chi et al. / Accident Analysis and Prevention 43 (2011) 194–203
Fig. 3. Gasoline prices and drunk-driving crashes by gender, April 2004–December
2008, Mississippi. Note: Both gasoline prices and drunk-driving crash counts are
standardized by indices (the ﬁrst week of April 2004=100) to better visualize the
association between their corresponding lines.
both. The effects on drunk-driving crashes are stronger than on all
crashes.Second,withineachcrashtype,gasolinepriceshaveeffects
only on PDO crashes and the effects are stronger on drunk-driving
PDO crashes than on all PDO crashes. Alcohol consumption has
effects on both fatal and injury crashes, and the effects are stronger
onfatalandinjurydrunk-drivingcrashesthanonallfatalandinjury
crashes. The effects decrease as the crash severity decreases.
3.3. Variations by gender
The relationships between gasoline prices and both male and
female drunk-driving crashes are depicted in Fig. 3. An inverse
relationship between gas prices and drunk-driving crashes can
be observed for both males and females, especially during the
periods in which gas prices rose and fell the most. This pattern
is especially strong in the periods of February–September 2006,
February–September 2007, and January–November 2008. In addi-
tion, the inverse relationship seems to be more pronounced for
females. For example, from February–September in 2007 when
gasoline prices spiked, there were greater dips for female drunk-
driving crashes than for male crashes.
Wethenexaminetheeffectsofgasolinepricesondrunk-driving
crashes and all crashes by males and females (see Appendix C).
For male drivers, gasoline prices do not have effects on reducing
totaldrunk-drivingcrashesbutdohaveeffectsonallcrashes.Gaso-
line prices also have effects on PDO drunk-driving crashes and all
PDO crashes, and the effects on the former are stronger than on
the latter. The effects of alcohol consumption on male drivers are
similar to those on adult drivers. Alcohol consumption has pos-
itive effects on total drunk-driving crashes and all crashes, with
the former effects being stronger. Alcohol consumption has effects
on fatal and injury drunk-driving crashes, with the former effects
being stronger. Alcohol consumption also has effects on all fatal,
injury, and PDO crashes, with decreasing effects as the crash sever-
ity decreases.
For females, gasoline price effects are similar to those found
for young drivers. Gasoline prices have negative effects on total
drunk-driving crashes but not on any speciﬁc drunk-driving crash
types. Gasoline prices also have negative but weaker effects on all
crashes.Inaddition,gasolinepriceshavenegativeeffectsonallPDO
crashes. The effects of alcohol consumption on female drivers are
similar to those on male drivers and adult drivers. Alcohol con-
sumption has positive effects on total drunk-driving crashes and
Fig. 4. Gasoline prices and drunk-driving crashes by race, April 2004–December
2008, Mississippi. Note: Both gasoline prices and drunk-driving crash counts are
standardized by indices (the ﬁrst week of April 2004=100) to better visualize the
association between their corresponding lines.
all crashes, with stronger effects on the former. Alcohol consump-
tion has effects on fatal and injury drunk-driving crashes, with the
formereffectsbeingstronger.Alcoholconsumptionalsohaseffects
on all fatal, injury, and PDO crashes, with decreasing effects as the
crash severity decreases.
3.4. Variations by race
Fig. 4 displays the relationship between gasoline prices and
drunk-driving crashes for white and black drivers. In general, gaso-
line prices have negative associations with drunk-driving crashes
for both racial groups. This pattern is most obvious from March to
October 2006 and from January to November 2008. However, the
associations are relatively weak compared to those among age and
gender groups.
Wenextexaminetheeffectsofgasolinepricesondrunk-driving
crashes and all crashes by race (see Appendix D). For white drivers,
gasoline prices have similar effects as for adult drivers. Gasoline
prices have negative effects on total drunk-driving crashes and all
crashes, with stronger effects on the former. Gasoline prices also
have effects on drunk-driving PDO crashes and all PDO crashes,
again, with the former effects stronger. Gasoline prices do not
have effects on fatal and injury crash types. Alcohol consump-
tion’s effects on white drivers are similar to those on adult drivers
and male drivers. Alcohol consumption has positive effects on
total drunk-driving crashes and all crashes, with the former effects
being stronger. Alcohol consumption has effects on fatal and injury
drunk-driving crashes, with stronger effects on the former. Alcohol
consumption also has effects on all fatal, injury, and PDO crashes,
with decreasing effects as the crash severity decreases.
Forblackdrivers,theﬁndingsareslightlydifferentfromtheoth-
ers. Gasoline prices have negative effects on total drunk-driving
crashes and all crashes, with the former effects being stronger.
Gasoline prices also have negative effects on drunk-driving PDO
crashesandallPDOcrashes,withtheformereffectsbeingstronger.
However, gasoline prices have effects on drunk-driving injury
crashes of black drivers—the only signiﬁcant effects of gaso-
line prices on drunk-driving injury crashes. Alcohol consumption
effects are stronger on total drunk-driving crashes than on all
crashes, stronger on fatal drunk-driving crashes than on all fatal
crashes, stronger on drunk-driving injury crashes than on all injury
crashes, stronger on fatal types than on injury types, and nonexis-
tent on PDO types.G. Chi et al. / Accident Analysis and Prevention 43 (2011) 194–203 199
4. Conclusions and discussion
4.1. Conclusions
A small body of literature suggests that gasoline price changes
affecttrafﬁccrashes.However,theeffectsofgasolinepricechanges
on drunk-driving crashes speciﬁcally have not been studied. This
study attempts to ﬁll this gap in the literature by examining
gasoline price effects on drunk-driving crashes by several crash
types (fatal, injury, and PDO) and demographic groups (age, gen-
der, and race) at the monthly level from April 2004 to December
2008 in Mississippi. For comparison purposes, we also analyze the
effects of gasoline prices and alcohol consumption on all crashes.
Our analysis shows that when gasoline prices are higher, there
are fewer drunk-driving crashes, particularly among PDO crashes.
Whenalcoholconsumptionlevelsarehigher,therearemoredrunk-
driving crashes, particularly among fatal and injury crashes. The
effects of gasoline prices and alcohol consumption are stronger on
drunk-driving crashes than on all crashes. The ﬁndings do not vary
muchacrossdifferentdemographicgroups.Overall,gasolineprices
have greater effects on less severe drunk-driving crashes and alco-
hol consumption has greater effects on more severe drunk-driving
crashes.
4.2. Discussion





drinkers are more likely to be involved in less severe crashes but
less likely to be involved in fatal and injury crashes. In contrast,
higher gasoline prices are less likely to deter heavier drinkers from
drunk driving, as heavier drinkers are less likely to change driving
behaviorsduetogasolinepricechangesandmayevendrinkmorein
responsetoeconomicstress.Therefore,gasolinepriceshavegreater
effects on PDO crashes but little effects on fatal and injury crashes.
Alcohol consumption has greater effects on fatal and injury
crashes than on PDO crashes, and the effects decrease as the
crash severity decreases. This may be due to the fact that the
change in alcohol consumption is mainly caused by changes in
alcohol consumption among existing drinkers rather than among
individuals moving into drinking behaviors (Ruhm and Black,
2002). Higher alcohol consumption levels increase the likelihood
of drivers being involved in more severe crashes. In addition,
unemployment rates generally have moderately positive effects on
drunk-driving crashes. Higher unemployment rates, which often
occur in economic downturn, are associated with increases in alco-
hol consumption, especially in the form of binge drinking (Dee,
2001).
The effects of gasoline prices and alcohol consumption are
stronger on drunk-driving crashes than on all crashes. The increase
ingasolinepriceslikelyreducesexpendituresforalcoholconsump-
tion (Meyer, 2004), which in turn reduces drunk-driving crashes.
However, essential travel like driving to work is less likely to be
affected by gasoline price changes. Thus, gasoline price effects on
drunk-driving crashes (typically not made on work commutes)
are stronger than on all crashes. Alcohol consumption has greater
effects on drunk-driving crashes than on all crashes because it is
generally a direct causal factor in drunk-driving crashes.
4.3. Limitations and future research
The results of this study are limited by the small number of
observations (only 57 months in one state). Future research could
usealongertimeperiodcoveringbotheconomicgrowthandreces-
sion. Also, this study is focused on only the state of Mississippi,
a rural southern state in the U.S. Future research could exam-
ine other geographic areas, such as northern or western states or
metropolitanareas.Doingsowouldprovideamorecomprehensive
understanding of gasoline price effects on drunk-driving crashes.
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Appendix A. Results of negative binomial regression models for crashes, April 2004–December 2008, Mississippi
Drunk-driving crashes All crashes
Fatal Injury PDO Total Fatal Injury PDO Total
Gasoline prices 0.00047 (0.00159) –0.00029 (0.00060) –0.00119** (0.00046) –0.00079* (0.00038) 0.00032 (0.00048) –0.00003 (0.00027) –0.00081*** (0.00023) 0.00032 (0.00048)
Alcohol consumption 0.88714*** (0.27037) 0.46493*** (0.09796) 0.07575 (0.07800) 0.27760*** (0.06208) 0.48578*** (0.07820) 0.34149*** (0.04279) 0.07412* (0.03592) 0.48582*** (0.07823)
State unemployment –0.06395 (0.08725) –0.03967 (0.03133) 0.04015† (0.02385) 0.00782 (0.01934) 0.03838 (0.02344) 0.01822 (0.01312) 0.03829*** (0.01109) 0.03879† (0.02344)
Seat belt usage –0.05334* (0.02493) –0.02669** (0.00947) 0.01998** (0.00761) –0.00005 (0.00604) –0.03513*** (0.00752) –0.02004*** (0.00426) –0.00466 (0.00360) –0.03515*** (0.00753)
Constant –26.73547*** (6.52464) –14.84743*** (2.32192) –7.17326*** (1.82591) –15.71386*** (1.46152) –14.89322*** (1.85408) –8.19466*** (1.00226) –0.84357 (0.84306) –14.89489*** (1.85470)
Statistics
Log likelihood –125.405 –191.212 –205.622 –223.046 –216.374 –385.137 –432.951 –216.407
AIC 262.811 394.423 423.244 458.093 444.747 782.274 877.901 444.814
BIC 275.069 406.682 435.502 470.351 457.006 794.532 890.160 457.072
Observations 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57
Notes: Robust standard errors are in parentheses. AIC, Akaike’s information criterion; BIC, Schwartz’s Bayesian information criterion.
The Pearson’s correlation between gasoline prices and alcohol consumption is 0.696, which could potentially cause multicollinearity problems. However, gasoline prices and alcohol consumption are the two main explanatory





Appendix B. Results of negative binomial regression models for crashes by age, April 2004–December 2008, Mississippi
Drunk-driving crashes All crashes
Fatal Injury PDO Total Fatal Injury PDO Total
Young
Gasoline prices −0.00071 (0.00437) −0.00094 (0.00131) −0.00150 (0.00095) −0.00125† (0.00076) 0.00159 (0.00122) −0.00019 (0.00032) −0.00073** (0.00025) −0.00057* (0.00024)
Alcohol consumption 0.68771 (0.54516) 0.32365 (0.20110) 0.17566 (0.15048) 0.24770* (0.11738) 0.33534† (0.17190) 0.29050*** (0.05001) 0.05136 (0.03904) 0.11674** (0.03848)
State unemployment −0.12129 (0.17931) −0.17970* (0.07306) 0.01319 (0.04672) −0.05063 (0.03841) −0.01308 (0.05160) −0.02174 (0.01542) 0.00838 (0.01207) 0.00009 (0.01188)
Seat belt usage −0.17785** (0.06166) −0.02270 (0.02012) −0.01623 (0.01507) −0.02474* (0.01179) −0.10125*** (0.01762) −0.03762*** (0.00496) −0.02615*** (0.00390) −0.02973*** (0.00383)
Constant −19.17709 (12.86130) −16.87069*** (4.73016) −13.85997*** (3.50853) −14.39533*** (2.74692) −13.07435*** (4.07210) −11.75003*** (1.17162) −5.06686*** (0.91538) −6.27268*** (0.90197)
Statistics
Log likelihood −67.658 −133.220 −144.632 −164.616 −170.395 −314.294 −357.100 −374.493
AIC 145.316 278.440 299.265 341.232 352.790 640.589 726.200 760.985
BIC 155.531 290.698 309.480 353.491 365.048 652.847 738.458 773.243
Observations 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57
Adult
Gasoline prices 0.00061 (0.00164) −0.00016 (0.00063) −0.00112* (0.00053) −0.00070† (0.00041) 0.00007 (0.00044) 0.00002 (0.00028) −0.00083*** (0.00024) −0.00060** (0.00023)
Alcohol consumption 1.04549*** (0.30853) 0.49650*** (0.10456) 0.04935 (0.08976) 0.26183*** (0.06915) 0.53544*** (0.07667) 0.36074*** (0.04377) 0.08088* (0.03810) 0.15605*** (0.03630)
State unemployment −0.05083 (0.09818) −0.01185 (0.03282) 0.04660† (0.02732) 0.02041 (0.02135) 0.04802* (0.02286) 0.03188* (0.01341) 0.04834*** (0.01176) 0.04367*** (0.01119)
Seat belt usage −0.03429 (0.02672) −0.02791** (0.01000) 0.02864*** (0.00870) 0.00448 (0.00667) −0.02155*** (0.00717) −0.01467*** (0.00436) 0.00190 (0.00383) −0.00267 (0.00364)
Constant −39.11937*** (7.52910) −22.49977*** (2.48644) −13.76268*** (2.10304) −17.34147*** (1.63082) −23.81831*** (1.82865) −15.91087*** (1.02587) −8.24662*** (0.89459) −9.70612*** (0.85164)
Statistics
Log likelihood −116.584 −183.465 −200.163 −216.244 −201.440 −370.080 −420.377 −435.672
AIC 245.168 378.930 412.327 444.488 414.881 752.159 852.753 883.345
BIC 257.426 391.188 424.585 456.746 427.139 764.418 865.011 895.603
































































Appendix C. Results of negative binomial regression models for crashes by gender, April 2004–December 2008, Mississippi
Drunk-driving crashes All crashes
Fatal Injury PDO Total Fatal Injury PDO Total
Male
Gasoline prices 0.00044 (0.00171) −0.00005 (0.00067) −0.00104* (0.00047) −0.00063 (0.00041) 0.00043 (0.00050) 0.00022 (0.00026) −0.00072*** (0.00022) −0.00046* (0.00021)
Alcohol consumption 0.78603** (0.27701) 0.37629*** (0.10870) 0.06437 (0.07995) 0.21781*** (0.06821) 0.52269*** (0.08152) 0.34200*** (0.04182) 0.07377* (0.03517) 0.14678*** (0.03342)
State unemployment −0.08701 (0.09181) −0.04468 (0.03493) 0.04303† (0.02428) 0.00596 (0.02128) 0.01786 (0.02480) 0.02060 (0.01283) 0.03893*** (0.01089) 0.03357*** (0.01032)
Seat belt usage −0.06225* (0.02614) −0.02145* (0.01057) 0.01792* (0.00778) −0.00059 (0.00665) −0.03795*** (0.00780) −0.02272*** (0.00416) −0.00624† (0.00352) −0.01091*** (0.00334)
Constant −29.57591*** (6.66960) −19.18119*** (2.57499) −13.16911*** (1.87020) −15.44110*** (1.60591) −22.10919*** (1.94222) −14.88759*** (0.98030) −7.52717*** (0.82568) −8.92079*** (0.78405)
Statistics
Log likelihood −118.486 −186.640 −195.490 −217.405 −199.170 −350.022 −398.294 −413.557
AIC 248.972 385.279 402.981 446.811 410.340 712.045 808.589 839.114
BIC 261.230 397.538 415.239 459.069 422.598 724.303 820.847 851.372
Observations 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57
Female
Gasoline prices 0.00076 (0.00340) −0.00136 (0.00126) −0.00177 (0.00111) −0.00151† (0.00085) 0.00008 (0.00080) −0.00032 (0.00029) −0.00090*** (0.00025) −0.00074** (0.00024)
Alcohol consumption 1.86477* (0.86303) 0.88552*** (0.21399) 0.11860 (0.18818) 0.43992** (0.14397) 0.37791** (0.13338) 0.34062*** (0.04614) 0.07316† (0.03891) 0.14441*** (0.03753)
State unemployment 0.09811 (0.22996) −0.01504 (0.06770) 0.02484 (0.05794) 0.00914 (0.04457) 0.08627* (0.03856) 0.01533 (0.01415) 0.03768** (0.01197) 0.03173** (0.01153)
Seat belt usage −0.02456 (0.06170) −0.05248** (0.01986) 0.02819 (0.01827) −0.00251 (0.01378) −0.02783* (0.01281) −0.01700*** (0.00458) −0.00289 (0.00390) −0.00682† (0.00375)
Constant −64.70016** (21.64598) −32.48506*** (5.11585) −16.57270*** (4.40046) −22.74463*** (3.39199) −20.22694*** (3.15739) −15.32323*** (1.08177) −7.96038*** (0.91301) −9.32737*** (0.88031)
Statistics
Log likelihood −58.261 −132.787 −158.682 −173.929 −173.881 −343.564 −391.247 −407.256
AIC 126.522 277.574 329.364 359.859 359.762 699.127 794.495 826.513
BIC 136.737 289.832 341.622 372.117 372.021 711.386 806.753 838.771
































































Appendix D. Results of negative binomial regression models for crashes by race, April 2004–December 2008, Mississippi
Drunk-driving crashes All crashes
Fatal Injury PDO Total Fatal Injury PDO Total
White
Gasoline prices 0.00092 (0.00214) −0.00030 (0.00075) −0.00134* (0.00055) −0.00089† (0.00046) 0.00026 (0.00060) −0.00001 (0.00028) −0.00087*** (0.00023) −0.00063** (0.00022)
Alcohol consumption 0.99611** (0.34714) 0.61001*** (0.12574) 0.11352 (0.09581) 0.33584*** (0.07745) 0.49665*** (0.09852) 0.37414*** (0.04451) 0.10298** (0.03587) 0.17380*** (0.03512)
State unemployment −0.13875 (0.11910) −0.02594 (0.03984) 0.07764** (0.02849) 0.03279 (0.02375) 0.03987 (0.02939) 0.02286† (0.01363) 0.04172*** (0.01106) 0.03648*** (0.01081)
Seat belt usage −0.07735* (0.03217) −0.02764* (0.01193) 0.02390** (0.00925) 0.00061 (0.00746) −0.03382*** (0.00947) −0.02504*** (0.00442) −0.00853* (0.00360) −0.01299*** (0.00351)
Constant −34.71466*** (8.42733) −25.78282*** (2.99572) −15.60228*** (2.24190) −19.40698*** (1.82685) −22.21399*** (2.33764) −15.73046*** (1.04284) −8.28617*** (0.84175) −9.63775*** (0.82374)
Statistics
Log likelihood −104.936 −173.183 −187.376 −204.936 −198.135 −356.436 −404.049 −420.405
AIC 221.872 358.367 386.751 421.873 408.270 724.872 820.099 852.810
BIC 234.130 370.625 399.009 434.131 420.529 737.131 832.357 865.069
Observations 57 57 57 57 57 57 57 57
Black
Gasoline prices −0.00013 (0.00287) −0.00219* (0.00108) −0.00178* (0.00081) −0.00183** (0.00060) 0.00029 (0.00070) −0.00017 (0.00027) −0.00086*** (0.00026) −0.00065** (0.00023)
Alcohol consumption 1.09089* (0.54586) 0.48757** (0.16957) 0.16699 (0.13184) 0.32100*** (0.09626) 0.51929*** (0.11368) 0.30013*** (0.04274) −0.02159 (0.04026) 0.06984† (0.03594)
State unemployment 0.13148 (0.15314) −0.01922 (0.05373) −0.01119 (0.04173) −0.00878 (0.03050) 0.04566 (0.03378) 0.01202 (0.01311) 0.03489** (0.01240) 0.02823* (0.01106)
Seat belt usage −0.04247 (0.04836) −0.04767** (0.01670) −0.00522 (0.01301) −0.02264* (0.00947) −0.04992*** (0.01093) −0.01934*** (0.00424) −0.00170 (0.00404) −0.00705* (0.00360)
Constant −41.31551** (13.18254) −20.82165*** (3.97306) −14.64374*** (3.07511) −17.13479*** (2.25335) −21.95326*** (2.71178) −14.00462*** (1.00244) −5.43296*** (0.94460) −7.24257*** (0.84294)
Statistics
Log likelihood −88.414 −156.930 −166.307 −179.426 −170.000 −324.692 −375.277 −387.977
AIC 188.828 325.859 344.613 370.853 352.000 661.385 762.554 787.953
BIC 201.086 338.118 356.872 383.111 364.258 673.643 774.813 800.212
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